Web Services API. Put data access to work for you.
The LexisNexis® Web Services Kit provides fast access to millions of current
and historical documents from thousands of publications. We host the data,
enabling you to focus on specific inquiries.
ACCESS THE DATA YOU NEED. NO NEED TO WORRY ABOUT HOSTING.
Answer specific queries with relevant data sets. Leave the hosting to us.
nn

Find critical information from reliable sources quickly. Grab global data sets you define,
and leverage news, legal, business, industry, regulatory, and court content.

nn

Get the access you need, when you need it. We give you access to the Web Services Kit
server, and the ability to start a query and receive only the content you need.

nn

You drive the decision on the data you receive. Access any data you want from the
LexisNexis® aggregation system. Search for results from today, yesterday, or 35 years ago.

GET IT, USE IT, DROP IT. PUT DATA ACCESS IN YOUR WORKFLOW.
Benefit from fast access to retrieved documents. Rely on the data you access tomorrow, or 10 years
from now.
nn

Resurface data when you need it. The articles you pull have a unique ID attached. You can
use this code to pull the same results again and again.

nn

Give your users quick access to LexisNexis® data. Create custom research tools and
embed them in your own online systems. Your users can retrieve information from the
LexisNexis® library of resources whenever they need it.

nn

Easily manipulate retrieved information. Results are transmitted to your systems in XML,
making it simple to reformat, display, and use in follow-up requests.

MINIMISE FUTURE IT COSTS
Avoid the real costs associated with data storage. We secure, monitor, manage, and grow the data—so all
you have to do is use it.
nn

Save time and money on data storage. We do the hosting so you don’t have to spend on
security, monitoring, and managed IT services.

nn

Implement with support from a dedicated LexisNexis® project team. Get support through
every phase—from planning to rollout. Benefit from rapid responses to queries, and test runs
designed to ensure your application retrieves quality results.

nn

Easily switch between development areas. We supply new endpoint URLs, IDs, and
passwords in each phase, so you can build your application smoothly.

Contact us for access to our developers’ portal, sample files,
and sample schema:
Call us on

+31 20 485 3456

information@lexisnexis.com or

internationalsales.lexisnexis.com
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